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Editor’s
note

Richard Barnes
Editor-in-Chief
IFA International & Cleverdis

Future proofing for
the world…
Recently, people have been talking a
lot about becoming “future proof”,but
this term is taking on a new meaning
as we increasingly realise the
importance of proactively working
towards a positive future for our
children. Reading books such as Tim
Flannery’s “The Weather Makers”
and watching films such as Al Gore’s
“Inconvenient Truth”, one is led to
understand that unless we act now to
reduce carbon dioxide levels in the
atmosphere, our future and our
children’s future look quite bleak.
Many manufacturers are attempting
to “do their bit” in one way or
another, to a greater or lesser extent,
depending upon how they look at the
issue, but here, Sharp is not only
making an effort now… their
dedication to the environment goes
back a long way. I recently learned
some things that impressed me
about Sharp. Firstly I wasn’t aware
that Sharp’s R&D in Solar energy
dates back 49 years, and that Sharp
has for some time been the world’s
major player in photovoltaic cell
production. Secondly, the new
technologies being introduced by
Sharp mean not only solar panels are
much more efficient and easy to
produce, but semi-transparent
modules can also be used as
architectural elements. They are soon
to be produced in the same place LCD
TVs are made, using the same
motherglass! Thirdly, I am impressed
by the genuine dedication of the
company towards saving our planet.
But we should not forget the huge
progress that is still being made in
LCD TV production, with spectacular
ultra thin models due for release, and
energy efficiency and recycling ever
more important. In the end, Sharp’s
goal is for “carbon neutral” life, but
with an increasingly pleasant lifestyle
to boot. You’ll learn more about all of
this in the next pages! Enjoy…

FORWARD THINKING
YESTERDAY BROUGHT US
TO WHERE WE ARE TODAY
… AND TO WHERE WE ARE
HEADED IN THE FUTURE!
People often ask me where the name
SHARP comes from, and when I explain
it comes from the “Ever-Sharp” pencil
Sharp designed almost a century ago,
they are very surprised. Much in the
same way the Ever-Sharp pencil always
stayed sharp, our company has always
remained on the cutting edge of
technology… always “sharp” in more
ways than one!
In the early days of liquid crystal
research and development, researchers
around the world marvelled at the
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material’s amazing properties but
concluded that commercialisation would
not be feasible. Sharp’s engineers
however, believed in the potential of
liquid crystals and relentlessly continued
their R&D.
Inspired by a clear vision with single
minded determination, Sharp became
the first company in the world to
successfully commercialise liquid crystal
technology. In 1973, Sharp’s LC Mate
pocket calculator was the world’s first
LCD-applied product. This compact,
affordable, energy-saving device put the
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electronic calculator within the reach of
the ordinary consumer.
After this, Sharp went from milestone to
milestone, developing colour TFT (thin
film transistor) displays, leading the way
in LCD development and transforming
the public perception of the way LCD
could be used.
The first generation of AQUOS, the new
concept in home entertainment for the
21st century, was launched in 2001.
Designed by the world-renowned
industrial designer Toshiyuki Kita, the
stylish TV range caused a paradigm shift
that transformed the LCD TV from a
mere consumer electronics device to a
fine piece of home décor. 2005 was the
year Sharp proved LCD could be used
for BIG TV’s, thanks to the 65-inch
AQUOS, the world’s largest Full-HD LCD
TV at this time. Sharp’s LCD Panel
technology, enabling revolutionary
screen size and picture quality, later led
to the world’s first 108-inch LCD TV (in
2007). Still today, Sharp continues to
innovate through the development of
ultra-thin, ultra high contrast LCD TVs,
and the company’s dedication to
www.sharp.eu

creating “greener” products, using less
energy, and through processes that have
the lowest possible impact on the
environment.
Where Sharp is truly unique however is
through the fact that we have been
researching and developing photovoltaic
cells for 49 years now. Approximately
one in four solar electric panels in the
world today were made by Sharp. In
other words, we are not just jumping on
the current “ecological bandwagon”, but
have been dedicated to this cause for
many decades.
Today, the world is coming to the
realisation that alternative energies have
to be developed as a matter of urgency.
To this end, Sharp is set to launch a
massive operation in Japan wherein we
will produce LCD TVs and Solar Electric
Panels side by side. Now, just like
before, we take our ecological
responsibilities seriously. That’s why
Sharp is taking a leading role in the CE
industry, and will continue to strive
towards “carbon neutral” living and a
cleaner planet.
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The LCD TV Market

“YOU HAVE TO BE VERY BIG TO SURVIVE
IN THE MARKET OF THE FUTURE…”
By Paul Gray – Director, Europe TV Research
DisplaySearch, An NPD Group Company

putting the pieces in place to be one of
those survivors.

The future of the LCD
TV market

With Sharp well under way in the
construction of their Gen 10 factory in
Japan, and the agreements they have
made with other major Japanese
manufacturers to supply the latter with
panels,
the
Japanese
LCD
manufacturing sector is receiving a huge
shot in the arm. It is very clear that you
have to be very big to survive in the
market of the future and Sharp is clearly

With maturity in the LCD market in the
Western world, consumers are looking
for something more than a flat TV,
because today most of them already
have one! People want something more
sophisticated and the
game is going beyond just
a flat panel, in particular
with styling, new form
factors and new material
choices.
Essentially
people want something
that is a bit more special in
terms of styling and Sharp
has clearly led the way on
that with their ultra thin
TVs. Sharp’s concept
stunned everybody at IFA

last year. I think nobody had realised it
was going to be that thin, but this
spawned a whole load of other
manufacturers jumping onto that
bandwagon. In a nutshell, Western
Europe is all about refinement… it’s
about what the TV does, what it looks
like, the features around it, the
processing and audio. This next year in
the 42” market, we will continue to see
an even stronger swing to Full HD as
supply increases and prices go down.

Closer to Market with 5 TV Factories WW
When an LCD Cell is transformed into a TV module, space requirements increase by a factor of 5-10. It is therefore becoming
essential to have TV panel assembly plants close to end markets, because consequently less fuel will be required for shipping.
Sharp now has 5 vertically integrated factories in the Americas, Europe and Asia, putting the company into a unique position
when it comes to time to market and distribution efficiency. From a green point of a view this is important, but it also makes
Sharp more responsive in terms of what panels it ships.
Launched in 2007, Sharp’s factory in Torun, Poland, produces
100,000 LCD modules per month. These LCD modules go
into flat LCD TVs to be manufactured by Sharp Electrónica
España S.A. (SEES) in Spain and Loewe Opta GmbH in
Germany. The production capacity is being enhanced step by
step in order to meet the fast growing demand for LCD TVs
on the European market.
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The Unstoppable Onset of HD TV in Europe

THE CHICKEN/EGG SCENARIO
NO LONGER VALID

Let’s face it. HD TV has existed for some
time now. It’s just that European
broadcasters have been very slow in
getting programmes on air, due for some
time to the “chicken and egg” scenario.
Many have hesitated to take the leap
into High Definition as not enough
potential viewers were equipped with
HD-Ready equipment, and means of
broadcasting HD were difficult. At the
same time, people had hesitated to buy
HD TV’s because there was little to
watch in HD.
Today, the scenario is changing due to
three main factors:
• More HD-Ready TVs are sold than
Standard Definition models,
• The means to deliver HD signals to
viewers are becoming easier to
leverage (HD via ADSL is becoming
commonplace, and HD DTV is finally
arriving
• Blu-ray Disc players are now available
at a much more acceptable price.
Different countries have vastly different
levels of sophistication when it comes to
the onset of HD. The very first HD TV
broadcaster in Europe was Euro1080,
launched in 2004. Euro1080 now boasts
four HD channels available via cable and
satellite.
In Germany, the first European
broadcasts of HDTV via DVB-S2 began in
November 2005 by channels "Premiere"
(encrypted) and Sat1/ProSieben (FTA)
but stopped in Spring 2007 due to cost
reasons. German public broadcasters
have been hesitant due to the previously
low number of suitably equipped
www.sharp.eu

households
and
the
necessary
investment for the production and
broadcasting technology. ZDF will start
broadcasting showcases in HD at the
Athletics World Cup 2009 in Berlin. ARD
and ZDF plans to broadcast temporarily
showcases in HDTV after this year’s
Summer Olympics and entirely in
February 2010. Sharp has also recently
announced a sponsorship partnership
with ARTE HD which includes exclusive
channel sponsorship from Sharp for
selected HD highlights on ARTE. The
www.sharp.de website will provide upto-the-minute information about all ARTE
HD programmes. In return, POS
campaigns in specialist retailers will be
able to show sequences of ARTE HD
programmes on Sharp LCD televisions.
Other joint initiatives are currently in the
works.
In France, TF1, Canal+ and M6 are
broadcasting some programmes in HD
via satellite and ADSL, but the real
turning point will come early in 2009,
when the first terrestrial HD broadcasts
will begin. Indeed this is a turning point
for Europe as France will be leading the
way in this respect.
The UK now has a highly developed
range of HD channels available over free-

to-air satellite, with channels including
Sky HD, BBC, ITV and Channel 4.
Italy will also see terrestrial HD
broadcasts by the national channel RAI
beginning in 2009 after a number of
geographically confined tests over the
past couple of years.
In Spain, there is still some confusion
as different broadcasters are using
different compression means to
deliver programmes. TV3 began
regular broadcasts in HD in April 2007,
and TVC and TCF are also carrying HD
programming. TCF is using MPEG-4,
running a 1080i signal, which thus
only takes up around 10MB of
bandwidth.
Other channels such as Sky Cinema HD,
Sky Sport HD, the National Geographic
channel and Discovery are available in
HD across Europe via satellite, cable and
ADSL. Big news for sports fans is that
Eurosport began HD programming in
May this year. This will be a great “new
argument” for the purchase of an HD TV.
For the rest, Blu-ray Disc is set over the
next year to vastly increase market
share, and this will further encourage TV
networks to align with the HD
movement.
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Innovations in LCD Technology

THE NEXT GENERATION OF LCD-TV!
THE AQUOS XS1 LINE

With a contrast ratio of
1 000 000:1, wafer-thin design and new
technology
backlighting
assuring
unprecedented colour reproduction, the

XS1 range will
impress analysts
and the public
alike.
Designed like “a
single sheet of
High-Definition
image”, the XS1
s e r i e s
transcends the
boundaries
of
the modern TV
with a body
thickness of just
23 mm and quite
possibly one of the best
black levels on the market today.
The new technology backlight system
integrated in the XS1 series enables
brightness to be increased or decreased

in localised areas on the screen, finetuning brightness to match perfectly
with
images
displayed.
Power
consumption of the 65-inch model is
thus reduced to under 270 watts.
The quality of colour can leave you
breathless, as it shows the most natural
colour, which is especially true with skin
and metal colours. Also available is a
new option called “Gallery Mode” that
shows screensavers of your favourite
painting.
Shown on the XS1, the quality is
comparable as seeing it in the actual
gallery! Coupled with a high quality
speaker system and an outstanding
design, this is indeed the “new
generation” of LCD-TVs.

Exclusive Furniture Design
for XS1 by Spectral
The German high-end media furniture company, Spectral, has joined with
Sharp in a project to produce exclusive and outstanding design furniture
for the XS1 series. Sharp is presenting the furniture for the first time at IFA
2008. Number one in Germany, Spectral is one of the most successful A/V
furniture specialists in Europe, exporting to 40 countries around the world.
The success of the company is attributed to the hard graft of its workers,
coupled with highly functional design. Their designers start by thinking in
practical terms. After all, what is the use of a piece of furniture for a
television or hi-fi that looks good but struggles to stow all the A/V
components cleanly away?
According to Spectral, “Only once the technical issues, such as the interior
and exterior dimensions, cable guide, TV mount, etc. have been resolved, do we start thinking about how it looks. We strip
down the prototypes until nothing else can be omitted. The automatic result: a high quality piece of design. Or as Albert
Einstein said in his day: ‘the best design is the simplest one, the one that works’.” Recent awards show that the company is
on the right track. Spectral became the only A/V furniture brand to be awarded three Plus X seals for design by a first-rate jury
during the Plus X Awards.
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Taking a Star Role at IFA

THE NEW D65 SERIES FOR EUROPE

The new AQUOS series on show at IFA,
with TV’s ranging from 32” right up to
52” (by passing 37” and 46” models) is
a real eye opener thanks to a new
convenient design coupled with ecofriendliness.
Indeed, Sharp’s technical prowess
developed over time enables efficient
manufacturing of 46”and 52”LCD TVs at
their new Kameyama plant, producing
eighth-generation substrates.
The latest LCD technology achieves a
high contrast ratio of 20 000:1. This
enhances the clarity and expressiveness
of black colours, providing more realistic
pictures with fine gradations for movies
and other video content. It also enables
the panel to produce blacker blacks and
vivid colours even in brightly lit living
rooms to a degree possible only with
LCD.
Several new innovations bring a new
convenience:
• Quick start mode provides a quick start
after power is turned on. (The channel
call appears in less than 3 seconds and
you can watch TV in less than 5
seconds.)
• JPEG and MP3 files can be played
from connected USB memory.
• Three HDMI terminals to send digital
signals to compatible devices.
• Easily connectable to a game console
or camcorder using the terminals on
the side of the TV.
• Can perform scheduled recordings of
programming with EPG by using a
HDMI or a SCART cable.

www.sharp.eu

It is also environmentally friendly:
• New Eco functions (Energy Save
mode, low-power standby, and Optical
Picture Control) provide low power
consumption.
• OPC automatically adjusts the screen
luminance to produce a bright picture
in bright surroundings and a darker
picture in darker surroundings.
By reducing the brightness when not
required, OPC provides both a picture
that is easier to view as well as energy
savings.
• Energy Save mode reduces the power
consumption during operation by
reducing the backlight intensity for all
audiovisual modes.

• Standby power consumption is at an
all-time low at just 0.5 Watts.
Also new is the Built-in Digital Tuner with
a built-in DVB-T tuner, C.I. (Common
Interface) slot for pay TV service, and
OAD (Over Air Download) to easily
update the software.
To see this new addition to the AQUOS
family line, be sure to stop at the Sharp
IFA stand at Hall 3.2 Booth 101.
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The “Must have Add-on”

SHARP’S LATEST BD PLAYER IN TOTAL
SYNERGY WITH TV THANKS TO AQUOS
LINK

A Synergy of Features
Sharp's latest Blu-ray Disc player, the BD
HP21 is the latest in the line of Blu-ray
disc players. With its slick, black finish it
is designed to match AQUOS TVs and is
compatible with the AQUOS LINK
system. With its 1080P performance and
24 Hz frame rate, it’s like going to the
movies but at home!
The Blu-Ray functionality is also an
innovative feature that offer features
such as picture-in-picture. It also has
innovative features such as HDMI
Version 1.3 for x.v. Colour, Dolby, True HD
and DTS-HD Master Audio.
With all these new innovations, this new
player will be the "must have" add-on for
anyone buying a Full HD AQUOS TV.
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AQUOS LINK enables easy operation of
not only a SHARP Blu-ray Disc player or
DVD player, but is also “future proof”,
meaning with one remote control, you
will be able to operate future products in
the AQUOS family. AQUOS LINK is
extremely user friendly, including
features such as Instant Playback,
meaning even when in Standby mode,
the machine automatically starts playing.
When you “power off”, all machines shut
down. The AQUOS LINK makes your
new digital lifestyle a simple affair.

BLU-RAY
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Special Environmental Feature

Taking Responsibilities Seriously…

MAKING A TANGIBLE CONTRIBUTION
TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Introduction by Sebastian Stiegler, Manager Environment Promotion
Department, Sharp Europe

Besides premium product quality,
profitability of the enterprise and social
responsibility, Sharp regards protecting
natural resources as an important
responsibility. This explains why proactive
environmental
protection
and
sustainability have been a major focus of
Sharp's business activities for so many

years. For Sharp, holistic and sustainable
environmental
protection
means
compliance with legal requirements as a
self-evident minimum, but it also means
integrating environmental aspects into the
relevant business processes, and
continually
improving
corporate
environmental protection. Supported by a

comprehensive
strategy
and
management systems at almost all of
Sharp's locations, Sharp continually
develops new measures. The goal of
environmental management is to make a
tangible contribution to environmental
protection in the fields of "Environmental
Technologies",
"Products
and
Components", and "Manufacturing", to
comply with, and to exceed environmentrelated requirements, no matter whether
mandatory or dictated by markets. To this
end, Sharp makes efficient use of
resources; dangerous goods and
emissions are avoided wherever possible,
or at least reduced to a minimum.

WORKING TOWARDS “CARBON
NEUTRAL LIFE”
Understanding Sharp’s Initiatives Towards Becoming an “Environmentally
Advanced Company”
Since the 19th century, the impact on
the environment has grown as a result of
increased economic and social activity.
As an electronics manufacturer, Sharp
has recognised and is now focusing on
three main problems: global warming,
pollution from toxic chemicals and
depletion of resources. In Hannover,
Germany for a recent conference on
alternate energies and reducing
greenhouse gases, Cleverdis had the
chance to meet the prime movers
behind Sharp’s initiative to become an
“environmentally advanced company” aiming to both expand business and
www.sharp.eu
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Special Environmental Feature

“By 2010, the quantity of greenhouse gases
emitted that year will be equalised to the quantity
of greenhouse gases avoided that same year
through customer use of both Sharp’s solar cells
and energy-saving products.”

protect the environment. The following
article is an outline of what we gleaned
from the Hannover conference.
Sharp has set forth a corporate vision to
minimise greenhouse gas emissions
from its worldwide business activities.
According to Hiroshi Morimoto, Group
General Manager - Environmental
Protection Group - Sharp Corporation:
“We believe that a carbon-neutral way of
living will be possible by the introduction
of solar power generation systems and
by introducing energy saving home
appliances into people’s homes.” Indeed,
by 2010, the quantity of greenhouse
gases emitted that year will be equalised
to the quantity of greenhouse gases
avoided that same year through
customer use of both Sharp’s solar cells
and energy-saving products. Sharp’s
global emissions in 2007 are estimated
to have been 1.8 million tons, and
currently the amount of reduction is
projected to be 1.4 million tons. So we
are in a situation that, yes, Sharp can do
this thanks in part to their solar business
and energy-creating products.

Sharp - Almost 50 Years’
Solar Research
Sharp began R&D on solar cells in 1959.
Today, they are the only company that
has continuously developed and
produced solar cells without any
interruption to the present day. Initially,
Sharp’s solar cells were used in remote
lighthouses and satellites, but we have
always led the industry in innovative
applications—for example, electronic
calculators incorporating solar cells in
1974 and introducing solar power
generation systems for residential use in
1994. By the end of 2007, Sharp’s total
solar cell production volume had reached
2 GW (gigawatts): a world first. They
achieved this milestone in the 49th year
since launching research on solar cells as
the next new technology after TVs in
1959, and since successfully achieving
mass production in 1963.
At present, cumulative solar cell
production worldwide is estimated to be
8 GW, which means that Sharpmanufactured solar cells now account
for approximately one-fourth of the world
total.

Revolutionary New
Technologies For the
Future
Sharp has started to mass-produce thinfilm silicon solar cells which use 100
times less silicon material than
conventional crystalline type cells.
Sharp’s thin-film silicon cells have
achieved one of the highest efficiencies
in the industry supported by their unique
thin-film technology and production
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technology. These cells have a wide
range of applications and have a short
energy
payback
time,
because
conversion efficiency has been improved
and the production process is simpler.

Diverse New
Applications
Thin-film silicon solar cells can now be
used as architectural materials! The new
“See-Through” type will allow for
innovative new applications like this to
expand to windows and wall surfaces of
homes and buildings.

Capacity Ramping-Up
In addition to Sharp’s current production
capacity for thin-film silicon solar cells
from their Katsuragi Plant now in
operation in Nara Prefecture, the
company has plans for a new factory due
to be built in Sakai City in Osaka
Prefecture. Sharp intends to accelerate
overseas deployment using this factory
as a model. The annual capacity of
Sharp’s thin-film solar cell production in
total (in Katsuragi, Sakai and overseas
plant) will expand to 1 GW by the end of
March 2010.

Make Energy …
and USE less energy!
Sharp is, of course, continuing its efforts
to improve power consumption in TVs.
Today, the amount of power consumed
by the latest 52-inch LCD TV is less than
the electricity consumed by a 32-inch
CRT TV eight years ago. Compared to
similar-sized 32-inch models, the latest

www.cleverdis.com
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32-inch LCD TV consumes less than half
the power per year than a CRT TV
introduced in 2000.

Ecological Benchmarks
In recent years, a number of Sharp LCD
televisions have made an "ecological
name" for themselves. In 2005, a Sharp
television was the first flat-screen TV to
be awarded the EU eco-label. There are
now more than 40 Sharp LCDs which
bear this label.

With its new LCD technologies, Sharp
not only achieves high picture quality and
super-slim design, but also impressive
environmental performance with a
sophistication oriented towards the "LCD
televisions of the future". The current
LCD TV prototype combines Sharp’s
unique
LCD
technologies
with
unparalleled performance: only 20mm
thick, with contrast values of 100,000:1,
combined with an annual energy
consumption of 140kWh for a 52-inch
LCD television!

Sharp Solar in Europe
The sun delivers 219,000 billion kWh of
energy every year to the earth. It‘s 2,500
times more than the total world
population consumes today. Even in
Germany, the sun has sufficient intensity
to make it a viable source of energy. The
amount of energy that strikes one m2 is
equivalent to the energy content of
about 100 litres of oil per year.
At Sharp, we agree with the target of
avoiding more than plus 2 degrees
Celsius average global temperature
increase until 2050. To do this, 50%
reduction of today's yearly worldwide
CO2 emissions is needed. The average
must not exceed 450ppm CO2 in the
atmosphere (in 2006 360ppm has been
achieved already), and the increase in
global emissions must be stopped by
2010. In order to give less developed
countries a fair chance for economical
development, it means industrialised
countries must bear a bigger share of
the burden. Measures must thus start
immediately; otherwise there will be
unforeseeable negative consequences.
www.sharp.eu

Europe’s biggest
vertical PV
installation
The CIS Tower, at 122 meters
Manchester’s highest building, is
clad on three sides with solar
modules. 5,000 Sharp 80 Watt
modules are in operation. Solar
energy modules with a total
output of 391 kilowatts are
installed on an area of 3,200
square meters
It officially opened on November
3, 2005.

Feed-in Tariffs
When it comes to the adoption of solar
panels by the public and by enterprises,
governments must continue to help in
this sense. Feed-in Tariffs, also known as
Renewable Energy Laws are incentives
to encourage the adoption of renewable
energy through government legislation.
The electricity authorities are obliged to
buy electricity generated from solar
cells, as well as, for example, wind
generators, at above-market rates set by
the government. This higher price helps
overcome the actual cost disadvantages
of renewable energy sources and
strongly encourages the use of such
things as solar energy. Here in Germany,
we have what is seen as the world’s
most effective programme of its kind,
which began in 1990 and which has been
federally managed since 2000. What is
extremely worrying however is the fact
that discussions are afoot here in
Germany to reduce the benefit for new
installations. It is evident that if indeed

the government does reduce this
incentive at a time when the world
needs all the help it can get, the result
will be a slower uptake of solar panels…
just the opposite of what is needed to
arrive at CO2 levels cited above. We
sincerely hope that public opinion on the
environment will prevail and that the
authorities will retain or even improve
the current incentives.
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Special Environmental Feature

INCORPORATING ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSCIOUSNESS IN PRODUCTION

Development and construction of stateof-the-art factories is a highly significant
aspect of Sharp’s environmental
strategy. Sharp’s philosophy is that
these factories should minimise
environmental impact and operate in
harmony with the environment. The LCD
TV production facility in Kameyama is a
prime example. Here, a third of the
energy required is generated by a
combination of environmentally friendly
technologies – with co-generation
systems based on natural gas, with fuel
cells, and by means of one of the
world’s largest photovoltaic plants. Thus,
CO2 emissions are greatly reduced.

The new 21st-century industrial complex
in Sakai, Japan, will start operations in
2010. Here, for the first time anywhere
in the world, solar cells and LCD panels
will be produced together. This enables
Sharp to utilise the industrial complex’s
synergies, and to avoid unnecessary
transport distances. And when it comes
to environmental innovations, Sakai will
even out-perform Kameyama II.
The Kameyama Plant is a state-of-the-art
factory for integrated production—from
LCD panels to assembled LCD TVs, the
first of its kind in the world. It has
become a model factory in every aspect
of economic efficiency, relations with

the community, and environmental
friendliness. Sharp have certified the
Kameyama plant as “ a Super Green
Factory”
based
on
in-house
environment standards and all Sharp
plants in Japan have since been certified
as “Super Green Factories”.
The company has been establishing
other super green factories such as the
new plants in France, China and
Malaysia. In total, Sharp have 8 super
green
factories
worldwide. The
Document
Systems
Group’s
manufacturing plant in Europe, Sharp
Manufacturing France, was in fact

Kameyama Factory
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Sakai Factory

Sharp’s first overseas manufacturing
plant that had also received the ‘Super
Green’ factory status.

Close-Up on
Kameyama
Sharp’s state-of-the-art Kameyama
Plant - the first Super Green Factory began operations in January 2004, and
has achieved a significant reduction in
emissions
through
the
CO 2
introduction of a co-generation system
as well as 100% water recycling in the
manufacturing process.
As a vertically integrated plant,
Kameyama provides complete LCD TV
production, from LCD panels to final
assembly.
By eliminating the need for LCD panel
transportation between different
plants, Sharp has also reduced the
amount of packaging materials needed
and has eliminated the emissions that
would come from transport vehicles.
Further, Kameyama Plant number 2, at
the same site as the number 1 stateof-the-art Super Green Factory,
started production in August 2006
using the largest glass substrates in
the world.

Horizon 2010 – Sharp
building first tenthgeneration LCD plant
and world’s largest
solar cell plant
www.sharp.eu

In their effort to further advance the
cause of solar energy and efficiency in
LCD
production,
Sharp
have
announced they will begin building the
world’s most modern LCD plant in
Sakai near Osaka, Japan at the end of
this year.
In addition to the largest plant for thinfilm solar cells the industrial park,
covering an area of more than one
million square metres, will also
accommodate other companies.
Through the combination of state-ofthe-art
plants
with
vertically
integrated production, Sharp thus aim
to
underline
their
innovation
leadership in the markets of the
future: consumer electronics and
renewable energies.

Why Make TVs and
Solar Panels in the
Same Place?
In addition to production advantages
resulting from the combined utilisation
of materials and machines, synergy
effects occur from which both, the
production of thin-film solar cells and
the production of LCD panels, benefit.
Besides the two state-of-the-art
plants, the 1.27 million square-metre
industrial park will have room for
fourteen companies in the complex
and also will support the entire
production process as well as further
infrastructure; providing a time and
cost advantage.

Furthermore, CO 2 emission will be
avoided due to the vertically
integrated method of production.
Sharp was the first with a 6
Generation plant in 2004, and a 8
generation plant in 2006. Now, they
have the world’s first 10th generation
LCD panel plant which will also be the
world’s first LCD plant manufacturing
mother glasses with a size of 8.7
square metres (2.850 mm x 3.050
mm). Thus, these mother glasses will
be 60 per cent bigger than the ones
being used by Sharp’s eighthgeneration plant Kameyama II. From
these, for example, six 60-inch or
eight 50-inch LCD panels may be
manufactured. At the same time, the
largest solar cell plant is being built
next to the latest LCD plant. Sharp has
been global market leader in the
production of solar cells and modules
for many years and is a driving force
when it comes to promoting the use
of solar energy throughout the world.
Besides
polycrystalline
and
monocrystalline solar cells, the solar
pioneer also produces thin-film solar
cells, which are especially powerful
and have a high silicon-saving
capacity. With the new plant, Sharp
launches mass production of these
solar cells and is planning a production
volume of 1,000 megawatts per year.
Construction work for the new plants
began at the end of 2007 . The start of
production is planned for March 2010.
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World’s Biggest LCD Monitor hits the market

THE DREAM OF TOMORROW REALITY TODAY

The biggest LCD screen in the world is
henceforth officially available on the
market in Europe. With a diagonal
measurement of 2.74 metres (108
inches), the prototype we had seen at
trade shows until now is officially
available for public purchase.
The idea of a giant screen such as this is
one step further towards the all-digital

lifestyle of tomorrow, where images and
screens will become ever more
pervasive. The screen is, for the
moment, destined for use in shops and
public areas.
Many other uses are becoming more
commonplace as image sources
become increasingly diverse. With Full
HD resolution and panel contrast of
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1200:1, images are reproduced in
optimal quality. Thanks to the Advanced
Super View technology (ASV) developed
internally by Sharp, these 108-inch
monitors offer an extremely wide
viewing angle (176°).
The possibilities are endless, and it’s just
part of the dreams of tomorrow that are
coming true today.
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CONCLUSION

Glossary
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Aspect Ratio: The ratio of image width to image height.
HDTV’s are 16:9, while the format we have generally
been used to until now has been 4:3.
Blu-ray Disc (BD): A high-density optical disc format for
the storage of digital media, including high-definition
video.

Gérard LEFEBVRE
Cleverdis President

Composite Video: Video signal is one where the
luminance and chrominance are mixed together.

Component Video: Video transmission that uses three
separate video lines: one for luminance (black & white),
and the remaining two for colour.

The citizens of the world have
remarked with stupor that as we enter
the dawn of the 21st century, we are
plunged into an unprecedented energy
and food crisis and that the politicians
running the world lack the necessary
vision that could have avoided this
dramatic situation. It is therefore
reassuring to realise that some major
industrials have been preparing for a
long time and today offer very credible
solutions.
Once again it is not surprising that this
good news emanates from the land of

the rising sun. Sharp, well before
anyone else, was the first company to
abandon production of Cathode Ray TV
sets, in order to dedicate all their
means and technology to the
development of LCD.
This allowed them to be on the
“cutting edge” in the field of large flat
screen TVs with their AQUOS range.
But even beyond this, this audacious
and visionary choice allowed Sharp to
develop new methods of production
for the energy of the future: SOLAR
energy, which they had already been
working on for many decades.
The icing on the cake is that Sharp’s
factories, thanks to their conception,
are in themselves true models of
efficiency, human relations and
environmentalism, allowing them to
benefit from the “Super Green
Factory” label.
We are thus all the more proud to have
realised this SPECIALreport, and take
our hats off to a company, the likes of
whose values permit humanity to
believe in its future.
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Contrast Ratio: The ratio between the darkest and
lightest spot on a screen.

DTT / DTV: Digital Terrestrial TV or Digital TV - a broadcast
standard, which will ultimately replace analogue TV
broadcast signals we receive today.
DVB: Digital Video Broadcasting – European standard
for Digital TV.
DVI: Digital Visual Interface

EPG: Electronic Program Guide. Using your remote
control you can see on-screen "what's on now" and
"what's on next" for all free-to-air services.
Full-HD: (see explanation of HDTV below) - Devices that
have a resolution of at least 1080 lines.

HDMI: High-Definition Multimedia Interface. New
standard of interface between an audio/video source
and a compatible digital audio and/or video monitor,
such as a digital television (DTV).
HDTV: High Definition TV. This refers to new
broadcasting and reception standards based on a much
higher total number of pixels than on a standard PAL or
Secam screen. The basic HDTV standards currently on
the market are 720p, 1080i and 1080p. HDTV images
are much clearer and sharper than standard
PAL/SECAM images. See also pages on HDTV in this
Special Report.
HD Ready: Refers to televisions, monitors and
projection devices that have at least 720 lines
resolution.
Interlacing: A technique of improving the picture quality
of a video signal without consuming any extra
bandwidth. It was ubiquitous in television until the
1970s, when the needs of computer monitors resulted
in the reintroduction of progressive scan. Interlace is still
used for most standard definition TVs, and the 1080i
HDTV broadcast standard, but not for LCD, Micromirror
(DLP), or plasma displays, which are inherently
progressive scan.
LCD: Liquid Crystal Display - The active matrix LCD is
also known as a thin film transistor (TFT) display.
OPC Function: A function specific to Sharp TVs which
automatically adjusts the back-light's brightness level
based on ambient light levels around the TV, giving
users an optimal picture and preserving the brilliance of
their TV for years to come.
PAL: Phrase Alternation Line - a type of television signal,
used in most parts of the World outside the USA.
Pixel: short for "picture element” - the basic unit of
programmable color on a computer display or in a
computer image. These are the tiny “dots” that make
up a TV screen.
Progressive Scan: Video signal in which all the lines
making up the image are displayed one after the other,
from top to bottom in one single sweep.
Resolution: number of pixels expressed in terms of
horizontal axis by vertical axis.
TFT: Thin Film Transistor. This refers to “Active Matrix”
LCD panels.
Widescreen: A television with an aspect ratio of 16:9.
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